
FORM TIME 1 
Look at the picture overleaf & 

discuss the thoughts & feelings it 

provokes for you 





It’s a pretty emotional picture isn’t it?  It was taken during a famine in Africa. 

The sort of picture that can make us feel a mix of emotions: from sadness through to a bit of embarrassment and even guilt. 

The sort of picture that makes us count our blessings in life-the things it can be easy to take for granted: 

 

A roof over our head 

For most of us, a loving family, and good friends 

Clean drinking water  

Hot water to shower in 

Enough food each day 

A free education until we are 18 years old 

Living in a country where we are free citizens and not under a fearful dictatorship 

A free health service, from birth to death 

Amazing technology 

Nature itself 

 

That is not to undermine our individual problems – which can be very real and very hard to deal with. 

But we do have many positives to remind ourselves about, and to cling to in the bad times. 

  

Have a quiet read of this 



THEME OF THE WEEK: SMELLING THE ROSES 

Mental Health Awareness Week 

 

 

Just sit quietly for 30 seconds, and 

think about the positives in your life 

at present. 

 

It doesn’t make the bad go away – 

but it reminds us of the ‘roses’ in our 

garden. 



A LITTLE CULTURAL EDUCATION: RAMADAN 





WE ARE NOW IN THE 2ND WEEK OF RAMADAN 

 

We have a number of students in school who take 

Ramadan very seriously. 

 

How wonderful to be part of a school community 

with such a rich and diverse history. 

 

 

. 
Click here for a little overview video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PnlMftGFmQ


UPDATE ON BREXIT 

 The President of the European Council, Donald Tusk, made a provocative announcement last Friday that there was a ‘30% 
chance Brexit would be cancelled and the UK would stay in Europe’. 

 Is he right?  Well, let’s remind ourselves of where we are as a country: 

  

•The UK and the EU have agreed a delay to Brexit until 31 October - to allow time to work out a deal. 

•The UK is now having to taken part in elections to the EU Parliament next week (if we had refused to do this, we would have 
been required to leave the EU without a deal on 1June). 

•Everyone is still trying to come up with some form of compromise: The Prime Minister Theresa May has been meeting with the 
Leader of the Opposition Jeremy Corbyn (Labour) but there hasn’t been much agreement yet. 

• It is clear from the results of the recent local elections held around the UK that there is considerable anger at both the main 
parties (Labour and Conservative) over the handling of Brexit, and there is the potential for some of the smaller parties to 
gain considerable votes in the future as people’s anger grows. Theresa May continues to fight off calls to resign immediately. 

  

 The country remains split and many disagree about whether we should push ahead with Brexit, put it back to the people for a 
further vote, or cancel it all together. 

 

 The only thing for sure around Europe at the moment is Liverpool, Tottenham, Arsenal and Chelsea. 

  

  



A NEW ADDITION 

Archie Harrison Mountbatten-Windsor 

 

7lb 3 oz 

 

Last week, the Duke and Duchess of 

Sussex presented their baby, who is the 

first mixed race child born into the 

Royal family in centuries. 

 

Archie is short for Archibald – a name 

with Germanic origins, often translated 

as ‘bold’ and ‘brave.’ 

 

Archie is 7th in line to the throne, and is 

the Queen’s 8th great-grandchild. 

 



CAREER POSSIBILITY OF THE WEEK 

 Here is an insight into a career in The Royal Air Force (RAF) 

  

 Click here for a video link 

  

  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtcvUHtVlAg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtcvUHtVlAg


FORM TIME 2 



OUR SCULPTURE OF THE WEEK 

The Kelpies, Scotland 

Kelpies are mythical creatures – half beast, half man. 

The sculpture overleaf can be seen as you drive on the M9 past Glasgow in Scotland. 

The two horse heads are 100 foot tall and are made from over 600 tonnes of steel. 

The sculpture is by Andy Scott and was inspired by the hundreds of working horses 
that used to pull barges along the canals in the 19th century. 

It is part of your cultural heritage – see what you think of it! 





OUR PHOTOGRAPH OF THE WEEK 

 The photograph overleaf was taken last week in Cocullo, Italy. 

  

 It is of a statue of Saint Domenico covered with live snakes, which is carried by 
devotees during an annual procession through the streets of Cocullo, a village on the 
east coast of Italy. 

  

 Think about why the photograph is so impactful. 





OUR ARTIST(S) OF THE WEEK 












